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&

Drinks Menu

NO. 12
Based just a few miles away from
Bishop’s Gate Hotel is Northbound
Brewery where David & Martina
Rogers produce their hand crafted,
premium beers. Using Irish ingredients
& the Master Brewer’s knowledge,
the brewery prides itself on crafting
natural beers that are unpasteurized,
unfiltered, with no artificial additives
& bottled fresh on site.

BREWER’S
LAGER

Inspired by the
Munich Helles
style, a refreshing
& easy drinking
lager built on a
combination of
pilsner malt &
noble hops.

NO. 08

NO. 26

Inspired by the German
Kölsch style beer &
created through the
gentle use of German
hops & Pilsner malt which
imparts a subtle aroma
resulting in a smooth &
slightly sweet flavour,
with a pleasing mild
bitter finish.

A nicely balanced,
refreshing &
aromatic ale. The
New Zealand Sauvin
hops impart a tangy
taste on the palate &
the 4 hop addition
method gives a kick
experienced at the
back of the mouth.

KOLSCH

PALE ALE

CRAFT BEERS: £4.70

ROWLOCK

Rowlock brings
together a smooth
silky mouth-feel,
interesting hop
notes of grapefruit
that develops with
each taste.

PRISM

Brewed with Irish
malt for caramel &
toffee notes, Prism
is lightly hopped for
a soft fruit taste; the
roasted barley offers
a luscious red colour.

IRISH WHISKEY
Pearse Lyons Distillery at St. James has
been born out of the family’s passion for
brewing & distilling, an entrepreneurial
spirit & a deep rooted family connection
with The Liberties, Dublin.
Breathing new life into one of Dublin’s most loved but forgotten buildings,
the Lyons family replaced the original stained glass, with illustrations
depicting a number of scenes: the pilgrimage to the Camino de Santiago, also
known as “St. James’ Way”; how Irish Whiskey is made; the art of coopering;
& the natural ingredients grown for our “uisce beatha”.

THE ORIGINAL, 5 YEAR. £6.45
On the nose this is a relaxing whiskey with a slightly citrus
note & a subtle wisp of smoke. It has mellow malt tones & an
aroma of light honey fruits with floral notes. This whiskey
has a light, smooth & easy taste with a hint of spearmint
that warms to hints of semi-sweet chocolate, light oak wood,
creamy vanilla & light caramel. It has a mild malt character,
is well balanced & finishes with a crisp smooth spice.

DISTILLERS CHOICE, 7 YEAR. £8.05
Aged in Bourbon barrels with a small amount of Sherry barrel
aged whiskey in the mix. This 7-year-old blend is a single malt.
On the nose this specially blended Irish Whiskey gives fresh
citrus notes with subtle spices & dried fruits giving a light
fruit cake finish. On tasting Pearse Distiller’s Choice you will
experience a smooth, warm, light oak flavour.

DRAFT BEER SELECTION...

PINT. £4.50

½ PINT. £2.60

BOTTLE BEERS 330ML

BOTTLED CIDERS

Coors Light
Corona
Peroni
Peroni (Gluten Free)
Heineken
Heineken 0% non-alcohol

£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£3.90

West Coast Cooler

£4.30

Refreshing Blend
of Wine & Fruit
Flavours served
over ice.
MacIvors 500ml
£4.60
Inspired by the aromatic
ciders of Northern France,
our Traditional Dry Cider is
an elegant blend of over ten
different apple varieties.
Crisp Armagh Bramley
apples balance the fragrant
flavours of traditional
dessert apples & bittersweet
cider apples, giving a deep
& dry cider style.

Orchard Thieves Pint

£4.90

Specially crafted from the perfect
mix of crisp & tart apples to
deliver an instant apple taste.
Rekorderlig 500ml

£4.40

Strawberry & Lime
Mixed Berry

The light, fresh & fruity
Medium Cider is a lively blend
of over ten different apple
varieties. With the focus
on modern dessert apple
varieties, this cider delivers a
mouth watering, easy drinking
refreshment whilst, staying
true to the belief that cider
should taste of real apples.

IRISH WHISKEY SELECTION...

BUSHMILLS ORIGINAL

£3.90

BLACK BUSH

£4.40

BUSHMILLS 10 YEAR, SINGLE MALT

£5.25

BUSHMILLS 21 YEAR, SINGLE MALT

£19.95

A smooth & versatile triple distilled blend. An approachable whiskey which
has been matured in both bourbon & sherry casks resulting in fresh fruit &
vanilla notes.
Dark in colour‚ a result of maturing for up to 8 years in Spanish Oloroso
Sherry casks & sweet Bourbon barrels. As for the taste‚ this 80% Malt
Whiskey floats across the tongue to deliver dark‚ velvety fruity notes right
through to the long finish.

Triple distilled from 100% malted barley, it has the distinctive Bushmills
light fruity aroma that travels over the lip of your tumbler to deliver 10 years
of maturation mostly in Bourbon seasoned barrels giving notes of Vanilla,
Honey & Chocolate.
The very pinnacle of Irish whiskey, Bushmills Single Malt Whiskey 21 year
old is aged for a minimum of 19 years in former Oloroso Sherry & bourbonseasoned casks, then married & transferred into Madeira casks for a
further 2 years of aging & maturation. Awarded both ‘Best Irish Single Malt
2013’ & given a rare 96 points from Wine Advocate, it has huge depth that
interweaves dried fruit flavours with spicy, aromatic maltiness, subtle nutty
raisin notes, & a rich finish that seemingly never ends.

QUIET MAN BLENDED

£4.15

This sweet blend has a light, floral fragrance, hints of
toasted oak & honey. Exceptionally smooth, with sweet &
citrus notes.

QUIET MAN 8 YEAR, SINGLE MALT £4.65

This exceptionally smooth whiskey has wonderful notes of
vanilla, oak & honey, creating a crisp yet sweet smooth finish.

QUIET MAN 12 YEAR, SINGLE MALT

£8.55

IRISH MIST

£3.90

POWERS

£4.00

JAMESON

£4.00

TEELING SMALL BATCH

£4.80

GREEN SPOT

£8.55

Triple distilled in a traditional copper pot still & matured in oak for 12 years,
initially in oak barrels & then re-casked into Kentucky Bourbon Barrels
giving wonderful citrus & floral fragrances with notes of honey, butterscotch,
vanilla & oak bouquet.
Irish whiskey blended with heather & clover honey, aromatic herbs, & other
spirits, created according to an ancient recipe claimed to be 1,000 years old.

Historically a single pot still whiskey, left to mature in selected American oak
casks, this is where the spicy, bold character takes hold.
Triple distilled, aged in Oak makes for the perfect balance of spicy, nutty &
vanilla notes with a hint of sweet sherry & exceptional smooth.

This is a delicious small-batch blend with a very high malt content, matured
in rum casks for added spice.

Distilled by Midleton, Jameson’s Green Spot is matured in sherry &
bourbon casks but finished for 18 months in oak casks. Pot Still whiskeys are
characterised by full, complex flavours & a wonderful, creamy taste.

REDBREAST 15 YEAR

£12.80

MIDLETON VERY RARE

£15.25

Full & rich with a complex yet balanced mix of berry fruits & aromatic oils.
Fully round & mellow with the succulence of fleshy fruit combined with
spices & toasted wood makes for a long & sophisticated finish.

The latest edition in this series offers notes of poached pear, coffee bean,
lemon, mint leaf & yellow plum. A Peppery barley warmth begins to develop
on the palate, paired with caramel, banana fritters, charred oak & citrus oils
& finally offering a finish of honey & cedar.

SCOTCH WHISKY SELECTION...
BELLS

£3.90

DRAMBUIE

£4.00

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR

£5.25

TALISKER 10 YEAR, SINGLE MALT

£6.70

LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR

£8.50

GLENFARCLAS 25 YEAR

£13.25

A select blend of grain & fine malt whiskies, all matured in oak casks for a
richer flavour. Gathered from whisky heartlands to include flavours like the
smoky sea salt of the Islands & the fresh sweet malts of the Speyside region.
Then expertly blended with Blair Athol’s own rich, spiced & nutty malt to
create Bell’s distinctive blend.
A blend of aged Scotch whisky, spices, herbs & heather honey. Its origins can
be traced to a secret recipe created for Bonnie Prince Charlie by his Royal
Apothecary in the 18th Century. The name Drambuie is derived from Scots
Gaelic ‘An Dram Buidheach’ & means “The Drink that Satisfies”.
With a unique freshness from Highland spring water, its distinctive
fruitiness comes from the high cut point William Grant always insisted
upon. Carefully matured in the finest American oak & European oak sherry
casks for at least 12 years, it is mellowed in oak marrying tones to create its
sweet fruity notes & subtle oak flavours.
A classic Island whisky from the oldest distillery on Skye. Brilliant gold
colour, powerful peat-smoke, with just a hint of the sea-water salt of fresh
oysters, with a rich dried-fruit sweetness, clouds of smoke, strong barleymalt flavours, warming & intense. Peppery at the back of the mouth.

A roaring bonfire from the coast of Islay, Deep amber gold, intensely
flavoured, peat smoke with iodine & seaweed & a rich, deep sweetness.
Dry peat smoke fills the palate with a gentle but strong sweetness, followed
by sea & salt with touches of wood. A long, elegant peat-filled finish with lots
of salt & seaweed.
Amber with dark gold highlights. Complex, yet refined, delicately peated,
with tempting aromas of marmalade, honey, freshly ground coffee, sherry
& nuts. Some oaky tannins. Full bodied & robust, the sherry & the oak fight
for your attention yet neither is overpowering. A powerful nutty smokiness.
Intense, long lasting, dry smoky & malty. A beautiful dark Belgian Chocolate
taste at the back of the mouth to complete the flavour.

BOURBON & RYE SELECTION...
JACK DANIELS

£4.20

JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL

£7.25

MAKERS MARK

£4.95

WOODFORD RESERVE

£4.95

CANADIAN CLUB

£4.00

Mellowed drop by drop through 10-feet of sugar maple charcoal, then
matured in handcrafted barrels of their own making.

Notes of caramel & spice with bright fruit notes & sweet aromatics for a
Tennessee Whiskey with one-of-a-kind flavour.
Made with soft red Winter wheat, instead of the usual rye makes for a
full-flavored bourbon with woody oak, balanced with sweet caramel,
vanilla & fruity essences.

The perfectly balanced taste of Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey is
comprised of more than 200 detectable flavour notes, from bold grain &
wood, to sweet aromatics, spice, fruit & floral notes.

Aged longer than the required 3 years in oak barrels before bottling for the
smoothest possible flavour. Spicy & zesty, complimented with hints of rich
oak & sweet vanilla.

VODKA		RUM
Smirnoff
£3.90
Ciroc
£4.95
Kettle One
£5.25
Grey Goose
£5.70
Mamont
£5.65
		

Bacardi
Morgan Spice
Havana Club 3 Year
Kraken
Havana Club 7 Year
Plantation 20

Hennessy
Remy Martin
Hennessy XO

Thinking of a Liquor, just
ask one of our servers

BRANDY

£4.10
£4.75
£10.25

£3.90
£4.00
£4.50
£4.50
£5.25
£6.55

GIN PAIRING
£6.95

Enjoy any one of these three Gins with your
Choice of London Essence Mixer

JAWBOX

£4.50

Belfast Cut, Classic Dry Gin, bold juniper & pine
notes balanced with coriander & clean citrus that
becomes more complex on the palate. Starts with
citrus & juniper, developing into pepper, green
angelica & subtle rootiness.

SHORTCROSS

£4.50

Using intriguing botanicals like
fresh apple, elderberry & wild
clover, as well as juniper,
coriander, orange peel, lemon
peel & cassia, makes for a
vibrant, floral style of gin.

HANAMI

£4.85

Based on the original & centuries old Dutch dry
gin recipe, HANAMI gin is infused with the true
essence of distinctive cherry blossom & herbs.
These botanicals are brought together in a closely
guarded recipe.

GIN COLLECTION...
GORDONS DRY

£3.85

GORDONS PINK

£3.85

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE

£4.25

STAR OF BOMBAY

£5.25

TANQUERAY

£4.25

TANQUERAY FLOR DE SEVILLA

£4.50

TANQUERAY 10

£5.25

With a clean juniper taste, keeping their botanicals a secret, we can only
comment that it is makes for the world’s most famous G&T.

Perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of Gordon’s with the natural
sweetness of raspberries & strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant served
up in a vibrant blushing tone.

With botanicals handpicked by Ivano Tonutti, rather than going the extra
mile, he goes an extra thousand, creating a gin with an exotic, light &
refreshingly spiced finish.

With the addition of Ambrette seeds, solely sourced from Ecuador & gently
dried bergamot orange peel hand-picked in Calabria, making a total of 12
botanicals, it creates a rich new dimension the Bombay original recipe.

A blend of the purest four-times-distilled spirit & a handpicked selection
of four botanicals, juniper, coriander, angelica root, and licorice. Four
botanicals may not seem like a lot, but when handled right, makes for
perfection.

A unique distilled gin, using Tanqueray’s original recipe & Sevilla Orange
essences with other fine botanicals, creating the perfect bittersweet balance.
Made using whole citrus fruit, including white grapefruit, lime, & orange,
along with juniper, coriander, & a hint of chamomile flowers, No. 10 has a
unique, full-bodied character & citrus undertone.

CAORUNN

£4.25

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER

£4.40

HENDRICKS

£4.50

MALFY, CON LIMONE

£4.50

MALFY, CON ARANCIA

£4.50

CHASE SLOE GIN

£5.70

MONKEY 47

£6.50

Pure grain Scottish gin, distilled in the Highlands, an infusion of five Celtic &
six traditional botanicals. Combined with Highland spring water makes for a
crisp aromatic taste of adventure with a long dry finish.
The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to a smooth dry gin base whilst
the ginger extract warms the palate for a full-bodied finish.
Wondrous botanicals consisting of flowers, roots, fruits, & seeds from the
world over. They function to complement & set the stage for our delicious
infusion with cucumber.

With Italian juniper & lemon & five other botanicals including coriander,
angelica & cassia bark, it makes for a delicious & refreshing flavour.
London Essence - Try mixing a Malfy with Gin Pairing
Grapefruit & Rosemary
£6.95

Sicilian blood orange peel, steeped in alcohol & basket pressed, is infused &
blended with juniper & other botanicals before being distilled making for a
rich Mediterranean flavour.
Wild hedgerow sloe berries & mulberries are gentle blended with Chase Gin,
then aged in Rhone Valley red wine casks for a sweet rich rounded flavour.
Created by Montgomery Collins in the Black Forest, blending 47 different
botanicals with a base of lingonberries, the abundance of pure well water
& a variety of special herbs & plant ingredients provided a natural basis on
which to develop his unique Black Forest gin recipe.

MIXERS

Club
£2.15
Tonic Water 125ml		
Slimline Tonic Water 125ml		
Soda Water 125ml		
Bitter Lemon 125ml		
Lemonade 125ml		
Ginger Ale 125ml		
		
Just Ask our Team for
Serving Suggestion		

Fever-Tree
£2.75
Fever-Tree Tonic Water 200ml
Fever-Tree Naturally Light 200ml
Fever-Tree Elderflower 200ml
London Essence
£2.85
Grapefruit & Rosemary 200ml
Bitter Orange & Elderflower 200ml
Pomelo & Pink Peppercorn 200ml
Ginger Ale 200ml
Ginger Beer 200ml

IRISH GIN COLLECTION...
DINGLE

£4.40

ROSIES GARDEN, BY SHORTCROSS

£4.60

MUFF GIN

£4.50

MOR GIN

£4.20

GUNPOWDER

£7.15

Full of unique character, created by spirit vapours passing through a flavour
basket of nine traditional, locally grown & harvested botanicals: rowan
berry, juniper, fuchsia, bog myrtle, heather, chervil, hawthorne, angelica &
coriander.

Featuring strawberries, raspberries alongside vapour infused lavender &
camomile. The gin remains true to the heritage of Shortcross; juniper led, with
the sweetness of the strawberries & tartness of the raspberries balancing the
palate with subtle notes intertwined amongst fresh pine & Summer fruits on
the nose.

Taking is name after the town of Muff on the Inishowen peninsula in County
Donegal, is made from four different types of potatoes. Some of the botanicals
are mandarin, rosemary, lemon, elderflower with a little champagne essence
for a distinctive taste.

This fresh, fruity Irish gin has an interesting blend of botanicals, including
raspberry, blackberry & cranberry, as well as rosemary for a savoury, herbal
touch.

Slow distilled in a little shed on the edge of a lake, this handmade gin blends
gunpowder tea with traditional botanicals to create the extraordinary
boundary-pushing gin.

SARTORI GIN FIZZ
The bubbles in our Gin Fizz are created, by using Sartori
Prosecco as the base. When combined with our premium
gins & their fixings we have created a selection of four
deliciously moreish & velvety smooth, Gin Fizz, for you to
savour & enjoy.

ARTISAN ELDER

£9.95

LEMON ITALIANO

£9.95

SLOE CHASE

£9.95

Using one of the worlds classics, Tanqueray Gin, with an unchanged recipe
from the 1830’s. Blended with St-Germain, a modern artisan elderflower
liquor, makes for the perfect marriage of the old & the new, garnished with
cucumber ribbons.

Malfy Gin, full of Citrus punch, has been enhanced with limoncello & mint,
Stirred over crushed ice, it ignites a zesty, sweet refreshing explosion of flavour
to tantalize the palate.
Distilled on Chase farm, with its fine blend of hedgerow sloe berries & hard to
find mulberries, with just a hint of vanilla, simply warms the soul.

AUTUMN GARDEN

Caorunn, a modern handcrafted Gin, with blush red apple at its base,
has been taken to the next level with the introduction of raspberry,
blackberry, ginger, thyme & rosemary, harmonizing some of the age
old classic flavours which you would find in any kitchen garden.

£9.95

MOCKTAILS...
NOJITO

£3.95

FRUIT DAIQUIRI

£3.95

POMEGRANATE SPRITZER

£3.95

WILD BERRY MOSCOW MULE

£3.95

PINK GRAPEFRUIT CITRUS MIMOSA

£3.95

Fresh mint, lime & apple juice topped with soda water. A great tasting Mojito
style drink for all to enjoy.
This drink infuses fruit puree, blueberry, mango, strawberry or raspberry with
lemonade & lime juice, served over crushed ice.
A blend of pomegranate juice & ginger ale, served with a lemon twist.
Dark fruit, blended over chilled ginger beer, served on the rocks.

A perfectly balanced bittersweet cocktail, combining your favourite citrus fruit
& a touch of sparkle.

INTRODUCING…
0% Alcohol Sparkling Wine, an alternative to Prosecco offers a fresh & fruity
bouquet making for a harmonious & well balanced flavour.

GLASS 125ML

£3.95

APPLE & RASPBERRY BELLINI

£4.95

GINGER & LEMON FIZZ

£4.95

COOL AS A CUCUMBER

£4.95

Sparking alcohol free wine, blended with apple syrup &
raspberry fruit puree.
A blend of ginger infused, fresh lemon juice, a dash of
honey topped off with bubbles.
A refreshing blend of fresh lime, cucumber essence &
mint, muddled together, poured over crushed ice &
added bubbles.

OUR SIGNATURE COCKTAIL…
THE GATE

£8.35

Our in-house mixologist has created The Gate, our signature cocktail for
our hotel’s oﬃcial opening in March 2016. The ingredients are inspired by
the origins of our hotel’s building which was, for over 100 years, a private
members club. We use a VSOP brandy & Grand Marnier, a world-famous
aperitif, which would have been prominent drinks served throughout the
club’s history. To balance this drink for a discerning palate we have added
spiced ginger & lemon juice. Served over crushed ice. This cocktail ties in
with our hotel tagline,

“LUXURY WITHIN”.
SOMETHING SPARKLING…
RASPBERRY FOOL

£8.95

BAKEWELL FIZZ

£8.95

Taking inspiration from the classic dessert,
our Raspberry Fool combines prosecco &
Chambord, served over crushed ice.

Based on the classic Bakewell tart, a beautiful
balance of prosecco, cherry & amaretto creates
a well-balanced, not too sweet drink.

KIR ROYAL

£11.95

STAR 75

£11.95

This French cocktail, blends Crème de Cassis
with Ayala Champagne, making for a sweet
blackberry finish.

Combining Star of Bombay Gin with Alaya
Champagne & just a twist of lemon, creates a
timeless classic.

BOURBON BASED…
We have incorporated our American bourbon
selection into some of the worlds classic whiskey
cocktails. The unique blends of these American
style whiskeys, brings a warmth & depth, as old as
Kentucky itself. Many a pioneer has said that a
single sip was all that was needed to remind
them of home.

WOODFORD OLD FASHIONED

£8.35

Woodford Reserve Bourbon, a straight bourbon with its
bold notes of grain & wood, to the subtle notes of sweet
aromatics, spices, fruit & floral, blended with orange.
Taking time & care, they are stirred slowly over ice until
perfectly chilled.

MAKERS MARK MANHATTAN

£8.35

Our triple “M” is made with bourbon, sweet vermouth & bitters. However,
we have a confession, we have broken the rules! There is no rye here, we have
used Makers Mark made with Winter red wheat to stick to its Scottish roots.
Aged for 6 years, it makes for a truly modern Kentucky bourbon. This is a
stirred cocktail garnished with Maraschino cherries.

BOSTON WHISKEY SOUR

£8.35

This traditional cocktail keeps all things American at its heart by using one of
the best of bourbons, our Jack Daniels Single Barrel, blended seamlessly with
lemon & sugar topped of with egg white.
With a refreshing twist, just ask for a

NEW YORK STYLE

£9.95

Count on The City That Never Sleeps to put a scrumptious
twist on a classic cocktail - meet The New York Sour,
a golden whiskey sour that’s topped with fruity red wine,
serving up satisfaction in every sip.

RUM BASED…
DAIQUIRI

£8.35

DARK ‘N’ STORMY

£8.35

PIÑA COLADA

£8.35

PINEAPPLE CRUSH

£8.35

This white rum based cocktail made its way from a small mining town in Cuba
to the streets of New York in 1902. By the 1940’s it had become one of the
America’s most popular cocktails. Bacardi Blanca blended with sugar syrup &
lime juice, flavoured with fruit puree to suit the drinks palate. At Bishop’s Gate
Hotel we offer the choice of, blueberry, mango, strawberry or raspberry
Kraken Dark Spiced Rum with its balance of eleven flavour’s, including
cinnamon, clove & ginger is poured over Fever-Tree Ginger Beer, with a hint
of lime & honey for that bitter sweet finish. Creating a rich, dark & smooth
cocktail for the discerning rum drinker.

This sweet cocktail has but three main ingredients at its heart, fresh cream,
pineapple juice & coconut rum. Shaken & poured over crushed ice, this
Caribbean classic will have you thinking of white sand beaches, turquoise seas
& palm trees with your first sip.
Devised by our Bar Team to evoke the memories of ice-pops from childhood.
Sweet, zingy & totally refreshing.

MOJITO

£8.35

Traditionally, a mojito is a cocktail that consists
of five ingredients; white rum, sugar, lime juice,
soda water & mint. Its combination of sweetness,
refreshing citrus & mint flavours is intended to
complement the potent kick of the rum.
With a twist, just ask for a

BERRY MOJITO

Made with mixed red berry purees &
Havana 7 year, a sweet dark rum

£9.25

VODKA BASED…
MOSCOW MULE

£8.35

BISHOP’S GATE COSMOPOLITAN

£8.35

BLACK RUSSIAN

£8.35

Also known as a Vodka buck, is made with Mamont Siberian Vodka, London
Essence Ginger Beer & lime juice, garnished with a lime wedges.

This old classic has been reborn on a number of occasions since its origin in
the early 1930’s. With its blend of Kettle One vodka & cranberry juice it is set
to remain a worldwide favourite.
The Black Russian gets its name from the use of the quintessential Russian
spirit, vodka, & the darkness the drink has from the addition of coffee liqueur
or if you fancy something a little different try our “white Russian” cocktail,
made with milk, instead.

TIMELESS CLASSICS…
MARGARITA

£8.35

AMARETTO SOUR

£8.35

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA

£9.95

Our margarita is a cocktail consisting of Tequila, Cointreau & lemon juice,
shaken & served with salt on the rim of the glass. Let your server know if you
would like it, on the rocks, served over crushed ice or straight up.
Forget overly sweet, pre-made sour mix: The best way to highlight Amaretto’s
nutty flavour is with this frothy classic. This recipe for the 1970s throwback
is a balanced combination of sweet, sour, nutty & boozy. Intrigued? Dress up
your favourite Amaretto with this delightful recipe from Portland mixologist
Jeffrey Morgenthaler.
Our version mixes equal parts vodka, gin, tequila, white rum, & Cointreau
with lemon juice & a splash of cola, which gives the drink the same amber
hue as its namesake.

MARTINI SELECTION…
CLASSIC MARTINI

£9.25

VODKA MARTINI

£9.25

CAFÉ XO MARTINI

£9.25

Our classic is made with Tanqueray dry gin & dry vermouth. Over the years,
the Martini has become one of the best-known mixed alcoholic beverages.
H. L. Mencken called the Martini “the only American invention as perfect as
the sonnet” & E. B. White called it “the elixir of quietude”.
In the early 1900’s as the martini trend grew in New York, mixologists
attempted to reinvent the classic gin based martini. One of the most
successful products of this was the vodka martini. Created with premium
vodka Grey Goose & dry vermouth.

Originally named the ‘Pharmaceutical Stimulant’, you might call an espresso
martini a ‘grown-ups’ iced coffee but Patron XO Café Dark Cocoa makes it
something special.
Our Classic & Vodka martinis can be made;
sweet or dry,
served dirty or with a twist.

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£9.25

There are several claims for the origin of the Espresso Martini. One of the
more common claims is that according to the late Dick Bradsell, “The coffee
machine at the SoHo Brassieres was right next to the station where I served
drinks. It was a nightmare, as there were coffee grounds everywhere, so coffee
was very much on my mind & it was all about vodka back then – it was all
people were drinking.”
With a twist, just ask for a

BUTTERSCOTCH MARTINI

£9.25

CIROC FRENCH MARTINI

£9.25

The addition of butterscotch turns this favourite into a “sweet treat”.

The French Martini was invented in the 1980s at one of Keith McNally’s
New York City bars. It next appeared on the drinks menu at McNally’s
Balthazar in SoHo in 1996. The cocktail was produced during the 1980s-90s
cocktail renaissance. This is a blend of Chambord liqueur, Ciroc Vodka &
pineapple juice.

GIN BASED…
CHEEKY LITTLE MONKEY

£9.95

Built on a duo of gins, Bombay Sapphire & Monkey 47, in a goblet with
crushed ice, with lemon & lime finished with grenadine our twist on
“The Zombie” cocktail.

BOMBAY BRAMBLE

£8.35

The Bramble is a cocktail created by the late Dick Bradsell
in 1980s in London. Best described as an Autumn cocktail,
the Bramble brings together Bombay Sapphire, lemon juice,
sugar syrup & crème de mûre. Served with crushed ice, over
which the cocktail is poured. The visual ‘trickle down’ effect,
looks similar to a bramble bush giving credit to its name.

RHUBARB SOUR

£8.35

Whitley Neill Gin, cranberry juice, sugar syrup & egg white shaken with ice to
give a frothy & unique sweet & sour taste.

FRUIT COLLINS

£8.35

Our own take on the classic Tom Collins cocktail. Made with Tanqueray Gin &
infused with a choice of fruit puree, raspberry, mango or blueberry. Although
typically enjoyed in the Summer months it is a refreshing option all year round.
With a refreshing twist, just ask for an

ELDERFLOWER COLLINS

£8.35

Tanqueray Gin, served with refreshing elderflower, lemon & lime, topped up
with soda water.

MÓR THE MERRIER

£8.35

This larger than life handcrafted Gin has been
perfectly balanced with pink grapefruit & lychee.
With lemonade as the mixer it makes for a sweet,
intense & unique flavour which will awaken &
revive the senses.

